
supplies in many markets, as well as Russia’s invasion 
of Ukraine, which has driven oil prices to above 
USD100/barrel for the first time in three years. This 
placed increased pressure on our rate of subscriber 
reconnections, especially in our DTT business, which 
is more susceptible to economic pressure. Despite 
this, we added 0.9m 90-day active subscribers and 
set a new record festive season growth.

ZAR110 ARPU
(FY21: ZAR115)

We supported ARPU rates in the current year through 
implementing inflation-based price increases in most 
of our core markets. However, we did not put through 
price increases in all of our markets, notably Nigeria, 
where we only put through price increases in April 
2022, and Angola, where the regulator did not approve 
an increase in FY22. The net effect was that ARPU 
shifted slightly lower on country mix, declining from 
ZAR115 in FY21 to ZAR110 in FY22. We have also 
been building on the improvements to our payment 
ecosystem through an increased vendor footprint and 
reduced vendor, system and customer error rates. 
We believe that optimising our payment infrastructure 
will support activity rates and ARPU through time.

The underlying growth trends across our package tiers 
showed encouraging trends, notably with 14% YoY 
growth in our Premium segment, recovering well from 
the 22% decline we experienced in the prior year.  

Rest of Africa operations

Our operating performance
The Rest of Africa segment accounted for 32.5% 
(FY21: 32.3%) of group revenue, by generating 
reported and organic revenue growth of 4% and 14% 
respectively YoY (FY21: 11% and 14% respectively). 
The segment ended the year with 12.8m (FY21: 
11.9m) 90-day active subscribers, up 7% YoY 
(FY21: 8%). The Rest of Africa accounted for 58.7% 
(FY21: 57.2%) of our group 90-day active subscriber 
base at year-end.

12.8m
90-day active subscribers

As was the case last year, macro-economic conditions 
across sub-Saharan Africa generally remained 
challenging this year, exacerbated by certain 
country-specific factors. COVID-19 continued to 
negatively impact economic activity, for instance, 
through limited tourism to the region, but we did see 
some stability return to currency markets relative to 
the prior years. Country reserves and currency markets 
remain an issue in certain markets, notably Nigeria 
and Zimbabwe. Governments continue to push 
for additional revenue streams through taxes and 
additional scrutiny on corporate taxpayers. We also 
saw an increase in requests from sector regulatory 
bodies in order to generate further revenues.

COVID-19 still affected our businesses during the 
year, with varying levels of lockdown imposed by 
governments. However, these were more sporadic 
and mainly mitigated by the ways of working we 
implemented in the prior year, such as the ability 
to service our customers remotely from home. 
We continued to focus on growing our digital 
assets, to use them as service channels and as 
a payment method. We also managed to restore 
our sales channels.

The end of the year saw significant inflationary 
pressures in many markets, driven mainly by food and 
fuel prices. Rising inflation developed off the back of 
the reduced availability of US dollar to pay for basic 

We continued to make significant gains in the 
mid-market, with growth of 17% YoY, while our 
mass market base was up by a more muted 
5% YoY due to economic pressure at the low end.

Subscription revenue by country
(% contribution to Rest of Africa subscription revenue)

 Nigeria    Kenya    Zambia    Other
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The Nigerian market continued to experience 
strong economic headwinds this year, with the 
economy in recession for most of FY22. Inflation 
remained at elevated levels, ending the year on 
15.7%, driven by elevated food inflation at 17.1%. 
Nigeria has also faced fuel shortages since 
February 2022 after importing substandard fuel, 
resulting in weeks of severe scarcity and long 
queues at filling stations. On top of that, a 
US dollar shortage prompted government to 
put restrictions on foreign exchange for supplies 
of certain items, cutting supplies of goods and 
exerting pressure on prices.

+5%

+14%

+17%

90-day active subscribers (m)

FY21 FY22

11.9
12.8

+7.2%

1.1

1.8

9.9

0.9
1.6

9.5

 Mass market  Mid-market  Premium

We operate in 49 markets across sub-Saharan 
Africa, outside of South Africa. We aim to entertain 
and inspire with our growing local language content 

offering, and this year we added even more 
dedicated local content channels in various markets 

to bring the group total to over 20 channels.

Our contributions to Rest of Africa

2 780
fulltime employees (FY21: 2 342)

ZAR3.7bn
total tax contribution (FY21: ZAR3.3bn) 
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Rest of Africa operations continued

By executing on our regionalisation strategy, we 
were able to activate an increased number of new 
subscribers in new regions, which led to Nigeria’s 
90-day active subscriber base growing by 11% YoY. 
A combination of this subscriber growth and the 
price increases executed in September of the prior 
year, resulted in subscription revenue growth of 
5% YoY in ZAR terms with some offset from a 
stronger average rand against the US dollar and 
Nigerian naira.

11% 
growth YoY in Nigeria’s subscriber base

The liquidity situation remained strained with low 
oil prices for most of the year and foreign currency 
prioritised by government for procurement of essential 
products and services. Funding in the investors and 
exporters market remained extremely low. The increase 
in the oil price towards the end of the year did not 
rectify the situation, mainly as oil production has 
dipped significantly over the past 12 months due to 
poor maintenance of infrastructure, compounded 
by sabotage in certain areas, and a large backlog of 
foreign currency demand that has built up. Despite 
this, we were able to repatriate USD242m in FY22, 
compared with USD207m in FY21, and continue 
to actively manage our exposure to this market with 
USD155m remaining in country at year-end.

Our East Africa markets remains highly competitive, 
particularly at the lower end in DTT, where subscribers 
are feeling the most pronounced economic pressure. 
While our improved local language content line-up 
helped boost our Tanzanian 90-day subscriber base by 
22% YoY, our Kenyan DTT base declined by 7% YoY, 
offsetting 3% growth in our DTH base. Similarly, our 
Uganda 90-day active base was 3% lower YoY, but we 
were able to pass through inflationary prices in these 
markets in FY22 and did see an improvement in our 
subscriber mix.

Our southern African markets did well from a DTH 
perspective, with both our Zambia and Zimbabwe 
90-day subscribers steadily rebuilding. The DTT base 

in Zambia, however, declined by 8% this year 
as power generation was again under pressure, 
disproportionately impacting low-end consumers 
who were already under financial pressure. Market 
indicators improved significantly post-elections, 
though, with lower inflation, currency appreciation 
and an improvement in the availability of foreign 
currency. The net effect was a 3% YoY decline in 
our Zambian base. Zimbabwe’s macro-economic 
environment remains challenging for all businesses, 
but we were able to deliver 16% YoY growth in our 
90-day active subscriber base.

The direction of travel in our Porto markets is 
encouraging. The Angolan market remained under 
pressure for most of the year, but inflation reduced 
in February 2022 for the first time in 11 months. 
Exchange rates also significantly improved against 
the US dollar towards the end of the year on the 
back of a stronger oil price and in the lead-up to 
the elections scheduled to happen in August 2022. 
Against this backdrop, we managed to grow our 
90-day active subscribers in Angola for the first 
time in three years. Meanwhile, the Mozambican 
government implemented a staggered analogue 
switch-off from the beginning of September 2021, 
starting with key cities and with some outer regions 
still to be completed as at year-end. This led to us 
gaining market share on the back of 13% YoY 
90-day active subscriber growth.

Despite the regional conflict in the northern area and 
the subsequent state of emergency imposed on the 
country, we sustained momentum in Ethiopia with the 
90-day active subscriber base up 48% YoY. Following 
our switch from US dollar-based pricing to local 
currency pricing, we held our product prices steady 
during the year in order to support growth, and 
launched the first full Amharic SuperSport channel, 
SuperSport Liyu, to further improve our localisation 
strategy in the market.

We continue to invest behind our local content strategy 
and added new local content channels in many of our 
core markets. These included new channels in East 
Africa (Maisha Magic Movies), Tanzania (Maisha Magic 
Poa), Angola (Kwenda Magic), Mozambique (Maningue 
Magic), Ethiopia (SuperSport Liyu) and a pan-African 
telenovela channel (Novella Magic).

The eventual staging of the Olympics and Euro was 
well received and Big Brother Naija drove record 
engagement as measured by voting through our 
MyDStv and MyGOtv apps.

76% 
digital interaction (FY21: 70%)

We made significant strides in providing the African 
markets with world class digital self-service, live chat 
and content discovery. With our website live in 
49 markets in Rest of Africa, apps in 47 and WhatsApp 
self-service across 12, we continue to see rising digital 
adoption of our services, including an increase in 
customer migration to digital self-service interactions 
from 70% in FY21 to 76% in FY22. We have also 
launched USSD in 11 markets and launched a first of 
its kind in Ethiopia with the Telegram self-service plus 
payment integration solution. Finally, we have built an 
extensive third-party payment network across Africa 
through integrations with 167 vendors including large 
retailers, fintech operators, mobile network operators 
and banks, collecting ZAR1.6bn over the period 
under review.
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